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Method and System for Measuring or Assessing Human Visual Field

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority to, and the benefit of, U.S. Provisional Application

No. 62/592,568, filed on November 30, 2017, titled “Method and System for Measuring or

Assessing Human Visual Field,” which is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Patients with diseases affecting the eye and brain are susceptible to losing parts of

their visual field of view. For instance, disease like macular degeneration can cause central

visual field loss while disease like glaucoma can cause peripheral visual field loss. Stroke

patients can develop sector visual field loss. Eye doctors ca often measure on a routine basis a

patient’s extent of visual-field loss to make diagnostic and therapeutic decisions. Once

diagnosed with a disease, doctors can continue to measure visual field to monitor both the

progression of the disease and the efficacy of prescribed medication or therapy. Conventional

protocols and practice for measuring a person’s field of view typically require complex

instrumentation and are often performed by trained professional at a doctor’s offi ce

[0003] Individuals may have compromised vision in one eye, or both, and may not be aware

of such condition as the fellow eye if having an intact visual field at a same area as the

compromised eye can mask or accommodate the condition. Nevertheless, compromised vision

can degrade a person’s quality of life in reducing the person’s ability to perform daily activities

and, in severe cases, in restricting his/her mobility. Although there are therapy options to address

visual-field loss, compromised vision can go undiagnosed for long periods of time, e.g., which

can be attributed in part to the frequency that screenings can be performed at a doctor’s office.



SUMMARY

[0004] The exemplified systems and methods reduce complexities associated with the

assessment of the visual field of a person. It can he used to augment, and in certain instances

replace, existing practice and protocols to measure and/or assess visual-field loss as well.

Further, it can also be used in self-measure protocols by a person to screen for visual-field loss

and/or to monitor progression of visual-field loss of his/her own field of vision.

[0005] The exemplified systems and methods disclosed herein involve the contemporaneous

and concurrent stimulation of both eyes of a patient with dissimilar visual scenes that

substantially span an expected or normal visual field of both eyes. During an assessment via the

exemplified system and methods, a test eye (i.e., eye being assessed) is presented a visual scene

that is rich in contours (e.g., a scene with rich texture patterns) that substantially span an

expected or normal visual field of a person while the non-tested eye is presented an

impoverished visual scene (e.g., a contour-free or non-distinguishing-contour scene, e.g., with a

homogeneous color, with respect to the contour-rich scene). Defects in the visual field can be

detected by assessing for breaks or discontinuity in the observation of the contour-rich scene by

the person. To this end, the exemplified systems and methods can detect visual field loss quickly

by simultaneously assessing multiple and/or all regions of the visual field of an eye and without

need of elaborate or complex instrumentation.

[0006] The visual images are viewed with a controlled vision device (also referred to as a

3D-vision device) that controls the separate presentation of the dissimilar visua scenes for each

eye. In some embodiments, the dissimilar visual scenes are presented on an electronic display-

device (e.g., computer screen or tablet) or on printed material, and filtered eyewear (e.g., having

color filters or polarizing filters) are used to separately present the dissimilar visual scenes to

each of the eyes. In other embodiments, vision equipment (e.g., haploscopic devices,

stereoscopic devices, or virtual -reality display devices ) are used to separately present the

dissimilar visual scenes to each eye.



[0007] In some embodiments, the visual scenes are presented dynamically with varying or

modulating visual information and/or contrast. In some embodiments, the visual scenes are

presented as a static presentation.

[0008] In an aspect, a method is disclosed, e.g., for measuring or assessing human visual

field. The method includes stimulating both eyes of a person with dissimilar visual scenes (e.g.,

via a controlled vision device), wherein a first set of images (e.g., a single image or an animated

sequence) is presented to a first eye (e.g., the left or right eye) of the person, wherein the first set

of images comprises a pattern having one or more contour elements that span a substantial

portion of a visual field of the first eye, and wherein a second set of images is

contemporaneously presented to a second eye (e.g., the other eye) of the person, wherein the

second set of images comprises a second pattern having either a different distinguishing contour

elements to the first image or no distinguishing contour elements that spans a substantial portion

of a visual field of the second eye (e.g., having a homogenous background); and,

contemporaneous with the person fixating on a target on the first set of images (e.g., during

presentation of the visual scenes or immediately after), directly or indirectly capturing one or

more inputs (e.g., via an electronic display to which the dissimilar visual scenes are displayed

(e.g., tablet); via a human-machine input (e.g., mouse) that causes a presentation of the input to

be displayed over and concurrent with the first set of images; as markings made on printed

material to which the dissimilar visual scenes is printed and shown; as verbal answers) from the

person associated with the presented pattern of the first set of images as observed by the person;

wherein presence and/or location and/or size of a gap or break in the observation of the

presented pattern as ascertained from the captured input is used to assess the person’s visual

field.

[0009] In some embodiments, the first set of images are presented with temporal modulation

(e.g., flicker-on and/or flicker-off for least than 30 msec, e.g., flicker-on for 333 msec and

flicker-off for 500 msec) or with contrast modulation (e.g., a rate of 3Hz).



[0010] In some embodiments, the first set of images are presented as a single static image.

[0011] In some embodiments, the target is placed in a location selected from the group

consisting of a center field of the first set of images, a first comer field (e.g., upper-right field)

associated with a first quadrant of the first set of images, a second corner field (e.g., upper-left

field) associated with a second quadrant of the first set of images, a third corner field (e.g.,

lower-left field) associated with a third quadrant of the first set of images, and a fourth comer

field (e.g., lower-right field) associated with a fourth quadrant of the first set of images.

[0012] In some embodiments, stimulation of the dissimilar visual scenes is with a controlled

vision device that provides separate visualization (e.g., isolated presentation) of the first set of

images by the first eye and the second set of images by the second eye.

[0013] In some embodiments, the controlled vision device is selected from the group

consisting of: a haploscopic device, a stereoscopic device; eyeglasses configured with one or

more anaglyph! c colored filters for use with an electronic display (e.g., projector display,

desktop display, laptop display, tablet display, and mobile devices having sufficient screen size)

or a printed material that are configured to appropriately display the first set of images and the

second set of images as anaglyphic colored images; eyeglasses configured with one or more

polarized filters for use with the electronic display or the printed material that are configured to

appropriately display the first set of images and the second set of images as polarized images; a

phase-haploscopic goggles (e.g., phase-haploscopic LC goggles, also referred to as LC shutter

glasses and/or active shutter 3D glasses); a 3D virtual-reality head gear, and an augmented

reality glass wear

[0014] In some embodiments, the input comprises a graphical input received on an

electronic human-machine-interface or on paper, wherein the graphical input is associated with

edges of the gap or break in the observation of the presented pattern by the person.

[0015] In some embodiments, the input comprises a graphical or keyed input received on an

electronic human-machine-interface or on paper, wherein the graphical or keyed input is



associated with landmarks presented with (e.g., as an overlay) or on the first set of images,

where identified landmarks are used to identify presence and/or location and/or size of a gap or

break in the observation of the presented pattern.

[0016] In some embodiments, the captured input is directly received from the person.

[0017] In some embodiments, the captured input is indirectly received from the person

through a technician (e.g., via verbal communication).

[0018] In some embodiments, the pattern having the one or more contour elements is

continuously presented over an entirety of the first set of images

[0019] In some embodiments, the assessment of the person’s visual field is selected from the

group consisting of: a sensitivity assessment of each of the first eye and the second eye; a pattern

deviation index assessment; an assessment of difference in sensitivity between the first eye and

the second eye, and a ratio assessment of the sensitivity between first eye and the summation of

both eyes’ sensitivity.

[0020] In some embodiments, the assessment of the person’s visual field includes i) an

assessment of visual field loss in one or both eyes of the person or ii) an assessment of visual

defects in one or both eyes of the person.

[0021] In some embodiments, at least one of the first set of images is configured (e.g., in

size and focal distance) to span at least 56 degrees of a horizontal field of view of a normal

person and to span at least a 33 degrees of vertical field of view of a normal person.

[0022] In some embodiments, the pattern having one or more contour elements comprises a

plurality of concentric circles.

[0023] In some embodiments, the pattern having one or more contour elements comprises a

plurality of concentric circles including a circle selected from the group consisting of: a first

concentric circle having a first radius corresponding to .5 degrees of a horizontal field of view

of a normal person; a second concentric circle having a second radius corresponding to 10

degrees of a horizontal field of view of a normal person; a third concentric circle having a third



radius corresponding to 1 degrees of a horizontal field of view of a normal person; a fourth

concentric circle having a fourth radius corresponding to 25 degrees of a horizontal field of view

of a normal person; a fifth concentric circle having a fifth radius corresponding to 40 degrees of

a horizontal field of view of a normal person; a sixth concentric circle having a sixth radius

corresponding to 60 degrees of a horizontal fi eld of view of a normal person; and a seventh

concentric circle having a seventh radius corresponding to 80 degrees of a horizontal field of

view of a normal person.

[0024] In some embodiments, the pattern having one or more contour elements comprises a

plurality of radial lines and one or more circles, wherein the plurality of radial lines and the one

or more circles define identifiable landmarks to identify presence and/or location and/or size of a

gap or break in the observation of the presented patern.

[0025] In some embodiments, the method further includes determining (e.g , by a computer

or by a person) one or more assessment of the person’s visual field based on presence and/or

location and/or size of a gap or break in the observation of the presented pattern as ascertained

from the captured input.

[0026] In some embodiments, the method further includes generating, by the processor, a

simulated visual-field loss stimulation within a pattern having the one or more contour elements

of the first set of images, wherein the simulated visual-field loss stimulation are presented to at

least one eye of the person; capturing one or more second inputs from the person associated with

the presented visual-field loss stimulation as observed by the person; and determining, by the

processor, one or more correlation values between the one or more second inputs and the

presented visual-field loss stimulation, wherein the one or more correlation values are indicators

of accuracy for the one or more second inputs, and wherein at least one of the one or more

correlation values are used to stop or reject the measurement or assessment.

[0027] In some embodiments, the method further includes determining, by the processors,

one or more eye positions of at least one eye of the person when the person is fixating on the



target on the first set of images, wherein deviation of the determined eye position from an

expected position of the eye is used to assess eye fixation accuracy or to terminate presentation

of a portion of the dissimilar visual scenes.

[0028] In some embodiments, the method further includes, contemporaneous with the person

fixating on a target on the first set of images, directly or indirectly capturing one or more third

inputs from the person, wherein the capture is associated with an observed break at a left edge

by a left eye (e.g., when viewing through a blue filter) or an observed break at a right edge by a

right eye (e.g., when viewing through a blue filter).

[0029] In another aspect, a -transitory computer readable medium is disclosed. The

computer readable medium having instructions stored thereon, wherein execution of the

instructions by a processor, cause the processor to perform any of the above processes.

[0030] In another aspect, a system is disclosed. The system includes a processor; and a

memory having instructions stored thereon, wherein execution of the instructions by the

processor causes the processor to perform any of the above processes.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0031] The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated in and constitute a part of this

specification, illustrate embodiments and together with the description, serve to explain the

principles of the methods and systems. The patent or application file contains at least one

drawing executed in color. This application is directed to evaluation of field of view of a person.

Evaluative scenes and results, as presented in color, may be necessary for the understanding of

the claims. Copies of this patent or patent application publication with color drawing(s) will be

provided by the Office upon request and payment of the necessary fee.

[0032] Embodiments of the present invention may be better understood from the following

detailed description when read in conjunction with the accompanying drawings. Such



embodiments, which are for illustrative purposes only, depict novel and non-obvious aspects of

the invention. The drawings include the following figures.

[0033] Fig. shows a system for contemporaneously and concurrently presenting dissimilar

visual scenes to a person to stimulate both eyes for the assessment of visual field of the person in

accordance with an illustrative embodiment.

[0034] Fig. 2A and Fig. 2B show an example of dissimilar visual scenes that can be used to

stimulate both eyes in which Fig. 2A shows an example image having a pattern that is rich in

contours and Fig. 2B shows an example image that is impoverished with respect to the first

image, in accordance with an illustrative embodiment

[0035] Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 each shows an embodiment of a system to measure and/or assess a

person’s visual field in accordance with an illustrative embodiment.

[0036] Figs. 5A, 5B and Figs. 6A, 6B show' two respective sets of example dissimilar visual

scenes that can be used to stimulate the eyes, in accordance with an illustrative embodiment.

[0037] Figs. 7A, 7B, 7C, 7D and Figs. 8A, 8B, 8C, and 8D show' two respective sets of

example dissimilar visual scenes having a non-center fixation target that can be used to stimulate

the eyes, in accordance with an illustrative embodiment.

[0038] Figs. 9A, 9B, 9C, 9D, 9E, 9F, 9G, and 9H show' an example set of image of Fig. 2

that can be modulated with varying contrast of a same base image, in accordance with an

illustrative embodiment.

[0039] Fig. 0 and Fig 11 each shows results of an assessment conducted via an

embodiment of the exemplified systems and methods, in accordance with an illustrative

embodiment.

[0040] Fig. 12 shows a table of results for four patients assessed using the exemplified

methods and systems, in accordance with an illustrative embodiment.



[0041] Figs. 13A and 13B and Figs 14A and 14B show two sets of respective results of an

assessment of the left eye and of the right eye for a patient (i.e. , the data set associated with

subject “2008” show in Fig. 12), in accordance with an illustrative embodiment.

[0042] Figs. 15A and 15B and Figs. 16A and 16B show' two sets of respective results of an

assessment of the left eye and of the right eye for a patient (i.e., the data set associated with

subject “2000” shown in Fig. 12), in accordance with an illustrative embodiment.

[0043] Figs. 17A and 17B and Figs. 18A and 18B show' two sets of respective results of an

assessment of the left eye and of the right eye for a patient (i.e., the data set associated with

subject “2009” shown in Fig. 12), in accordance with an illustrative embodiment.

[0044] Fig. 19 is a flowchart of an example process of assessing and/or measuring a person’s

visual field, in accordance with an illustrative embodiment.

[0045] Fig. 20 shows an example set of dissimilar visual scenes that includes simulated

visual-field loss, in accordance with an illustrative embodiment.

[0046] Figs. 2 1 and 22 shows the system for contemporaneously and concurrently presenting

dissimilar visual scenes to a person to stimulate both eyes for the assessment of visual field of

the person of Figs. 3 and 4, respectively, configured with one or more eye tracking sensors or

scanners, in accordance with an illustrative embodiment.

[0047] Fig. 23 show's an experimental setup of the system of Fig. 2 1 configured with the one

or more eye tracking sensors or scanners, in accordance with an illustrative embodiment.

[0048] Fig. 24 shows the system of Fig. 3 configured to assess the auxiliary' observations to

assess for RRLL phenomenon associated with the brain processing of visual information in

accordance with an illustrative embodiment.

[0049] Fig. 25 shows the system of Fig. 3 (as well as Figs. 4, 21, and 22) being configured to

present dissimilar visual scenes in which first image and the second image are varied by

orientation of contours and luminance/contrast levels, in accordance with an illustrative

embodiment.



[0050] Fig. 26 shows experimental results of the BVF mapping based on smaller sizes test

stimuli and same BVF mapping superimposed over HVF mapping, in accordance with an

illustrative embodiment.

DETAILED SPECIF ICATION

[0051] Each and every feature described herein, and each and every combination of two or

more of such features, is included within the scope of the present invention provided that the

features included in such a combination are not mutually inconsistent.

[0052] Fig. shows a system 00 for contemporaneously and concurrently presenting

dissimilar visual scenes to a person to stimulate both eyes for the assessment of the visual field

of the person in accordance with an illustrative embodiment. As shown in Fig. 1, the dissimilar

visual scenes includes a first image 102 having a pattern 106 that substantially spans across the

image and is rich in contours (e.g., a scene with rich texture patterns) to stimulate the first eye

108 (shown as the left eye 108) and a second image 04 that is impoverished with respect to

contour elements of the first image 102 to stimulate the second eye 1 0 (shown as the ri ght eye

0). Each of the presented images (102, 104) spans a respective visual field 2 of a person for

a given eye. In some embodiments, the first image 102 has a first pattern 106 and the second

image is a background image without any pattern. In other embodiments, each of first image

02 and the second image 06 has contour patterns 106 but the contour pattern of the fi rst image

102 is orthogonal to the contour pattern of the second image 06.

[0053] During an assessment, the person fixates at a target 1 6 located on the image 02 that

corresponds to one or more fixation points 118 in the visual field and provides input associated

with a perceived or observed “break” in the pattern (i.e. an area without distinguishing contours)

A visual field defect is assessed to be present in, or associated with, the eye under test (i.e., the

eye presented with the image 102 having the pattern 106) if the person observes a portion of the

scene viewed by the other eye (i.e., eye not being tested with image 104) and/or if the person



sees a gap or break in the pattern 106 that is presented to the eye under test. The dissimilar visual

scenes are then switched, in so e embodiments, between the two eyes to test the other eye in

which image 102 (with the contour-rich scene) is presented to the second eye 1 0, and image

104 (with the impoverish scene or dissimilar scene) is presented to the first eye 108. As used

herein, the term “image” refers to a single instance of presentation of visual information that is

observed by a person and can be a static image or a frame from a sequence of images.

0054 Fig. 2A and Fig. 2B show an example of dissimilar visual scenes that can be used to

stimulate both eyes in which Fig. 2A shows an example image 102 having a pattern 106 that is

rich in contours and Fig. 2B shows an example image 04 that is impoverished with respect to

the first image 102, in accordance with an illustrative embodiment.

[0055] As shown in Fig. 2A and Fig. 2B, each of the images 102, 104 is configured to be

presented along a visual fi eld having a hori zontal span of about 56 degrees and a verti cal span of

about 33 degrees. To this end, each of the images 102, 104 substantially spans the visual field of

each of the eye that is commonly tested in the clinical setting.

[0056] As shown in Fig. 2A, the pattern 06 is formed from a plurality of observable

horizontal lines 202 (shown with highlighted horizontal lines for emphasis) that are

superimposed by observable circular overlays 204 (shown with a highlighted circle for

emphasis) having a different periodicity to the horizontal lines 202, wherein each circular

element 204 shows a same set of observable vertical lines 206 (shown with highlighted vertical

lines for emphasis).

[0057] Other types of texture patterns can be used - examples can include a set of

observable radial gratings and/or lines. Also, the observable texture can be structured (as shown)

or non-structured (e.g., have the appearance of random). In various embodiments, the observable

contours that make up the texture pattern substantially cover (e.g., having greater than 80%) the

presented scene. As shown in Fig. 2A, the texture pattern completely spans the presented scene.



[0058] In Fig 2A, the image 102 also includes concentric circles 206, 208, 2 0, and 212

superimposed on the pattern 06 The concentric circles 206, 208, 210, and 212 are concentric to

the target 16 defined by circle 206. Further, in Fig 2, the image 102 also includes 2 radial

lines 214-236 (corresponding to clock hour hands) that are co-centered to the concentric circles

206, 208, 210, and 212. The concentric circles 206-212 and radial lines 214-236 can serve as

landmarks to help in the localization of defects by a subject (i.e., identify location of breaks or

discontinuity in the image 02) A technician conducting the test can, for example, use the

landmarks to readily gauge locations of a person’s visual-field defects.

[0059] As shown, the radii of the concentric circles 206, 208, 210, and 212 are located at

about 1.5 degrees, 10 degrees, 17 degrees, and 25 degrees of the horizontal or vertical field.

Other number (including zero) and location of concentric circles can be used for the purpose of

serving as landmarks or as part of the pattern. Also, other number (including zero) and radial

location of radial lines can be used

[0060] Fig. 2B shows an example image 04 that is impoverished with respect to the first

image 102 In this example, the example image 104 is completely homogeneous and is without

any observable contour features. That is, the example 04 of Fig. 2B is shown as a colored field.

[0061] In some embodiments in which the impoverished image 04 includes a homogenous

background, the stimulus color of the image 04 can be any color that allows a person to readily

discriminate or contrast with the contour-rich image 102. Where anag!yphic filters (i.e , having

different color filters) are used, the images 102, 104 are configured with colors that are

substantially non-overlapping in spectral color (e.g., red and blue; red and green, magenta and

green; etc.).

[0062] However, in some embodiments, observable contour features can be visually

included in image 04 For example, the image 04 can have a substantially similar or same

grating lines as the corresponding image with the rich contours, in which the observable texture



of the impoverished image 104 has a subset of observable distinguishing contours of the image

102,

[0063] As noted above, each of the presented images (102, 104) substantially spans (e.g.,

greater than 25%) a respective visual field of a person for a given eye. A visual field of a single

eye for an average person typically extends nasally about 60 degrees (i.e., toward the nose, or

inward) from a vertical meridian in each eye and extends temporally about 107 degrees (i.e.,

away from the nose, or outwards) from that vertical meridian. The visual field also extends about

70 degrees above and about 80 degrees below a horizontal meridian. Visual field loss may occur

due to disease or disorders of the eye (e.g., shown as 108, 110), optic nerve (e.g., shown as 120),

or brain. These visual field loss can include altitudinal field defects - wfiich involves loss of

vision above or below the horizontal and is associated with ocular abnormalities; bitemporal

hemianopia - which involves a loss of field of vision at the side portions of the fi eld; central

scotoma -which involves a loss of central vision; and homonymous hemianopia - which

involves a loss at one side of the visual field for both eyes, e.g., due to defects located behind the

optic chiasm. Multiple embodiments of different image sizes are provided herein to assess

different degree of coverage over the visual field. Larger screens can be used to test larger

portions of the visual field.

[0064] Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 each shows an embodiment of a system to measure and/or assess a

person’s visual field in accordance with an illustrative embodiment. In Fig. 3, the system 300

includes a single visual source 302 (e.g., an electronic display or a printed material), and the two

eyes (108, 0) are allowed to view7different image scenes (e.g., 102, 104) by use of optical

filters 304, 306 that allows only respective images (e.g., 102, 104) of the different image scenes

to be observed by each of the eye (108, 10) (i.e., when both eyes are open). In some

embodiments, the optical filters 304, 306 include color filter glass elements (e.g., to form an

anaglyph or stereoscopic device). In other embodiments, the optical filters 304, 306 include

polarizing filter glass elements. Other types of optical filters such as a phase-haploscopic



goggles (e.g., phase-haploscopic LC goggles) can be used so as to allow separate visual scenes

to be presented to the two eyes (108, 110). The visual source 302 is configured to output each

scenes of the dissimilar visual scenes according to the configuration of the optical filters 304,

306. The visual source 302 may be a projector display, a desktop display, a laptop display, a

tablet display, and a display mobile device that can be adapted to span a substantial portion of a

person’s visual field with sufficient contrast or display resolution.

[0065] In Fig. 4, the system 400 includes two independent display outputs 402, 404 to

provide the dissimilar visual scenes to each of the two eyes (108, 0) . The two independent

display outputs 402, 404 may be part of a haploscopic device, a stereoscopic device (e.g , red-

blue filter glasses or 3D glasses), a 3D virtual -reality head gear, or an augmented reality glass

wear.

[0066] The exemplified systems and methods can be used to detect visual field loss quickly

as multiple portions of the visual field are tested simultaneously across the presented test image.

In many instances, we observed that a person can view and provide feedback on the entire

presented test image in seconds for each eye under test as compared to conventional techniques,

which often takes about 10-15 minutes to perform. We further observed that test results of the

exemplified systems and methods are not affected by eye movements, and visual-field defects

can be detected irrespective of eye position. Thus, less complex hardware as well as less

complicated test procedures (as compared to conventional techniques of visual field) can be

used.

[0067] Further, in addition to being used by trained professionals in dedicated medical

settings, the exemplified systems and methods facilitates assessment and/or measurement of

visual-field defects by lay persons to screen for visual-field defects and to monitor eye-disease

state and progression of such disease state during treatment. The system can be made very

portable to allow tests at home and at various locations where assessment of visual-field defects

is desired (for example, at nursing home, local drug stores, sport events and arenas).



[0068] Figs. 5A, 5B, 6A, 6B show two sets of example dissimilar visual scenes that can be

used to stimulate the eyes, in accordance with an illustrative embodiment.

[0069] As shown in Figs. 5A-5B and 6A-6B, each of the images 102, 104 also substantially

spans the visual field (as in Figs. 2A and 2B) of each of the eyes of an average person. In Fig.

2A and Fig. 2B, each of the images 102, 104 has a horizontal field span of about 56 degrees and

a vertical field span of about 33 degrees. In Fig. 5A and Fig. 5B, each of the images 102, 104 has

a larger horizontal field span of about 73 degrees and a larger vertical field span of about 49

degrees. In Fig. 6A and Fig. 6B, each of the images 02, 04 has a hori zontal field span of about

39 degrees and a vertical field span of about 26 degrees. The images 102, 104 of Figs 2A-2B,

5A-5B, and 6A-6B can be produced, for example, on a display area at least 27 inches and, for

example, visualization in conjunction with a stereoscopic glasses. Other display sizes, e.g., those

of handhel d devices, can be used if they sufficiently cover the visual field of a person (e.g., a

smart-phone coupled to a headgear). Other field span can be used depending on the screen size

of the test device.

[0070] Though the images 102, 104 are shown with boundaries that are characterized as

being rectangular, other image shapes can be used. In some embodiments, the images can have

boundaries that are characterized as being circular. n some embodiments, the images can have

boundaries that are characterized as being oval.

[0071] Figs. 7A, 7B, 7C, 7D and Figs. 8A, 8B, 8C, and 8D show two respective sets of

example dissimilar visual scenes having a non-center fixation target that can be used to stimulate

the eyes, in accordance with an illustrative embodiment.

[0072] In Figs. 7A-7D, the fixation target 116 is show at, or near, each of the corner of the

four quadrants. The visualization of Figs. 7A-7D corresponds to that of Figs. 5A-5B (which

shows a center fixation target). In Figs. 7A, the radii of the concentric circles are located at about

1.5 degrees (arrow 702), about 10 degrees (arrow 704), about 17 degrees (arrow 706), about 25

degrees (arrow 708), about 40 degrees (arrow 710), about 60 degrees (arrow 712), and about 80



degrees (arrow 714) of the horizontal or vertical field. Corresponding radii of the concentric

circles are shown at same radii location in Figs. 7B, 7C, and 7D.

[0073] In Figs. 8A-8D, the fixation target 116 is show at, or near, each of the corner of the

four quadrants. The visualization of Figs. 8A-8D corresponds to that of Figs. 6A-6B (which

show's a center fixation target). In Figs. 8A, the radii of the concentric circles are located at about

1.5 degrees (arrow 802), about 10 degrees (arrow 804), about 7 degrees (arrow' 806), about 25

degrees (arrow 808), and about 40 degrees (arrow 810). Corresponding radii of the concentric

circles are shown at same radii location in Figs. 8B, 8C, and 8D.

[0074] In another aspect, rather than a static image, the images of the dissimilar visual

scenes can be modulated or varied in time, space, contrast, etc. In some embodiments, a first set

of images corresponding to the contour-rich image 102 are presented.

[0075] I some embodiments, the images of 02 of Figs. 2A, 5A, 6A can be temporally

modulated. For example, the image can have an “on” duration cycle of about 333 msec and an

“off’ duration cycle of about 500 msec. Other “on” and “off’ duration cycle can be used where

the “on” and/or “off’ duration cycle is greater than 30 msec.

[0076] Figs. 9A, 9B, 9C, 9D, 9E, 9F, 9G, and 9H show an example set of images of Fig. 2

that are modulated with varying contrast of a same base image, in accordance with an illustrative

embodiment. As shown, the pattern portion of the image 102 is varied in contrast (while contrast

of the radii lines and the radial lines are fixed) across contrast values of -1.0, -0.5, 0.0, 0.5, and

1.0. As shown, Fig 9A has a contrast value of 1.0; Fig. 9B has a contrast value of 0.5, Fig. 9C

has a contrast value of 0.0; Fig 9D has a contrast value of -0 5; Fig. 9E has a contrast value of -

1.0; Fig. 9F has a contrast value of -0.5; Fig. 9G has a contrast value of 0.0; and Fig. 9 has a

contrast value of 0.5. The set of images can be modulated at a rate of 3Hz. Other numbers of

images and modulation rates can be used.



[0077] Other type of modulation, e.g., via an animation sequence, may be used. In some

embodiments, the pattern may be varied spatially. In other embodiments, the fixation target may

be varied spatially.

[0078] Assessment of Visual -Field Defect

[0079] In another aspect, the exemplified systems and methods involve the capture (direct or

indirect) of one or more inputs, from the person being tested, associated with the presented

pattern so as to identify presence and/or location and/or size of a gap or break in the observation

of the presented pattern as ascertained from the captured input. The input is captured

contemporaneous from the person under test being stimulated with the dissimilar visual scenes.

As used herein, the term “contemporaneous” refers to the events being concurrent with one

another as well as to events that occur in proximal to or immediately after another event. To this

end, the input can be captured while the person is being stimulated and the input can be captured

immediately after (in which the person is providing recollection of gaps or breaks in the

observation of the presented pattern from his or her memory).

[0080] Referring back to Fig. , the system 100 is configured with a hand-held pointing

device 22 that directly or indirectly receives input from the person under test. In some

embodiments, the input is directly received from the person under test who uses the hand-held

pointing device to draw on the image 102. In other embodiments, the input is indirectly received

from the person under test who instructs a user (e.g., a technician) to use the hand-held pointing

device to draw' on, or to record such inputs, on the image 02 .

[0081] In some embodiments, the input of the hand-held pointing device 122 is concurrently

presented on, or along with, the image 102. In some embodiments, the presentation of the input

with, or over, the image 102 can be in the form of lines that distinguishes from the presented

pattern 106 and/or concentric and radial lines.



0082] Discussion

[0083] Without wishing to be bound to a particular theory, the exemplified systems and

methods are based on the mechanism of interocular suppression. The images are designed such

that for normal vision, the tested-eye viewing the textured pattern will dominate while the non-

tested eye (with homogeneous image) will be suppressed. This leads to the subject seeing the

textured pattern. This methodology can be referred to as the binocular visual field of inhibition

(“BVF”).

[0084] It is noted that if a particular location of the visual field i the non-tested eye is more

sensitive than the eye being tested (which can be due to a loss/defect of visual field in the

corresponding location of the tested-eye), then that location (area) in the non-tested eye will be

seen as dominant. This can lead to the subject seeing a break in the texture pattern. The area size

and location of the break correspond approximately to a deficit in the tested eye. The area size

and location of the captured input could be shifted in instances when the subject is providing the

input while not directly looking at the capture device. However, this variability does not

invalidate the diagnostic result of the test as a break in the texture pattern has still been observed

indicating presence of a defect.

[0085] Experimental Results

[0086] A proof-of-concept evaluation comprising a set of comparative test of subjects using

the exemplified systems and methods and the HVF instrument has been conducted. The study

was conducted on 15 patients in an Ophthalmol ogi cal setting. The patients were referred to the

study based on a diagnosis of glaucoma. For each patient, a test was first assessed with a mock

test stimulus to assess subject’s ability to follow instructions and to gauge subject’s input

accuracy. Of the 15 patients, the study excluded data from two patients because of insufficient

evaluation from the mock test. The remaining 13 patients were observed to be able to provide

input to the system based on the observed breaks that they saw on the test stimulus.



[0087] The mock test involves generating a simulated visual-field loss stimulation within a

presented pattern and evaluating similarity and/or dissimilarities between the resulting input and

the simulated stimulation. In some embodiments, the mock test is configured to simulate, i.e.,

present potential percepts to be experienced during the visual-field testing, including one or

more absolute visual -field defects (e.g., as a stable perception of break in texture pattern), one or

more relative visual-field defect (e.g., less stable break with blue color gradient over texture

pattern), and no visual-field defect (i.e., no breaks, full-field texture pattern).

[0088] The mock test was used to also familiarize a subject to the test procedure as well as to

assess a subject’s cognitive ability to follow instructions (e.g., to fixate at the center and detect

breaks in pattern elsewhere on the screen) in addition to assessing the accuracy of subject’s

drawing (e.g., of the outlines of the breaks).

[0089] Following a mock trial, during the visual -field test, a subject’s visual-field defect is

first measured using the HVF instrument. The subject’s visual-field defect is then measured

using the exemplified systems and methods. Because Humphrey’s visual field analysis only tests

the visual field at every 6-degrees of spatial interval and is based on a monocular measurement,

Humphrey’s visual field based data are superimposed at every 6 degree spatial intervals over the

continuously tested field results of the exemplified systems and methods

[0090] For the data analysis, results of these two distinct tests are combined and

concurrently presented in a same result output. It is observed that there is a clear overlap

between results acquired and assessed via the exemplified systems and methods and a

corresponding Humphrey visual field analysis.

[0091] Fig. 0 and Fig. 1 each shows results of an assessment conducted via an

embodiment of the exemplified systems and methods, in accordance with an illustrative

embodiment. In Figs 10 and 11, each of the input is received on an electronic display, of a hand

held electronic device, that displays the image 102. In Fig. 10, the input is received concurrent

with presentation of image 102. In Fig. , the input is received, from the subject, on a piece of



paper, immediately after the presentation of image 102 (i.e., from memory of the subject once

presentation of the image 102 has ceased).

[0092] Further shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 are color boxes (1006, 1008, 1010, and 1012)

with numerical values that correspond to a modeling of data derived from a corresponding

Humphrey Visual Field analysis. The four models (displayed at each of the spatial intervals)

correspond to a sensitivity value at each location tested (arrow 1006), a pattern deviation value

at each location tested (arrow 1008), a difference in sensitivity value between the two eyes at a

same tested location (arrow 1010), and a ratio value of each eye’s sensitivity to the binocular

summated sensitivity (arrow 0 2)

[0093] The data associated with the four models are added as part of the proof-of-concept

analysis and is not required for the analysis. In some embodiments, the addition of these models

are added as being adjunctive and can be used for data interpretation.

[0094] As shown in Fig. 0 and Fig. , the inputs 1002, 02 correspond to boundary of a

break, and the break demarcates peripheral area of greater defects that generally matches the

data shown via the four models 1006-1012 acquired via the Humphrey’s visual field analysis. As

previously noted, a visual field defect is present if the patient sees one or more breaks in the

texture pattern. In Fig. 10, the subject see texture pattern inside the drawn circle (see region

1014) and see only a blue region outside the drawn circle (see region 1016). This indicates a

visual field loss and/or defect.

[0095] Fig. 2 shows a table of results for four patients assessed using the exemplified

methods and systems, in accordance with an illustrative embodiment.

[0096] Figs. 13A and 13B and Figs. 14A and 14B show two sets of respective results of an

assessment of the left eye and of the right eye for a patient (i.e., the data set associated with

subject “2008” shown in Fig. 12), in accordance with an illustrative embodiment

[0097] Fig. 13A show's the images 02 and captured input associated therewith for a center-

target test image (1302), the first-quadrant comer target test image (1304), the second-quadrant



corner target test image (1306), the third-quadrant corner target (1308), and the fourth-quadrant

corner target test image (1310). The same set of test result format is shown in Fig. 13B The test

involves presenting, via a touch-screen electronic display, test images as shown in Figs. 3A,

13B, 14A, andl4B, as static images and viewed via red-blue anaglyphic filters. In Figs. 13A and

3B, the results are directly captured by the subject during the stimulation of the dissimilar

visual scenes. In Figs. 14A and 14B, the results are captured after the stimulation of the

dissimilar visual scenes has stopped, i.e., from recollection by the subject.

[0098 Figs. 15A and 15B and Figs. 16A and 16B show two sets of respective results of an

assessment of the left eye and of the right eye for a patient (i.e., the data set associated with

subject “2000” shown in Fig. 12), in accordance with an illustrative embodiment.

[0099] Figs. 17A and 17B and Figs. 18A and 18B show two sets of respective results of an

assessment of the left eye and of the right eye for a patient (i.e., the data set associated with

subject “2009” shown in Fig. 12), in accordance with an illustrative embodiment

[0100] A proof-of-concept experiment was conducted by mapping the subject’s visual-field

as in the HVF test in which the subject only needed to indicate whether he/she saw' the test

stimulus when the viewing distance was fixed by restraining the subject’s head with a head-and-

chin rest.

[0101] Smaller sizes test stimuli (diameters: 6°, 3° and 1.5°) were used to map the visual-

field loss of subjects (referred to as “BVF mapping”). This experiment show s good agreement

between the HVF testing and the reduced-sized test stimuli visual-field testing. Fig. 26 show's

experimental results of two BVF mappings (shown as 2602 and 2604) generated from

experiments using smaller sizes test stimuli and same BVF mapping superimposed over

corresponding HVF mappings (shown as 2606 and 2608, respectively), in accordance with an

illustrative embodiment. The study a so concluded that inputs of texture pattern can vary due to

accuracy of subject in reproducing the observed patterns as drawing lines without looking



directly at the input and due to minor variability in viewing distance while the subject is

performing the test.

0102 Example Method of Operation

[0103] Fig. 19 is a flowchart of an example process 1900 of assessing and/or measuring a

person’s visual field, in accordance with an illustrative embodiment.

[0104] The subject is first instructed (1902) to put on a 3D-vision-device. The subject is also

instructed to view the images on the electronic screen or on paper from a specific viewing

distance. The viewing distance can depend on the desired visual field extent (angle) to be tested.

[0105] The subject is also instructed (1904) to look steadily at a fixation target on the screen

or paper. The fixation target could be first located at the center of the image. For a smaller

screen size (e.g., for display or paper), the fixation target could be located successively at each

of the four corners of the screen (paper). The subject is also instructed to, while looking at the

fixation target, use side vision to scrutinize the entire image to see if any break is seen in the

textured pattern. The break could be observed as a colored patch with or without the textured

patterns. The break should be readily noticeable within a few seconds of steady fixation. (The

area of the break indicates the visual field is defective in that region.).

[0106] The subject is then instructed (1906) to register their perception of each break that is

observed by the subject by either drawing it on the device’s touch screen or verbally describing

it and drawing on a piece of paper. If no break is seen, then no visual field defect is assessed to

be detected in the tested eye. When, both blue (non-tested eye image) and texture pattern (tested

eye image) are seen at any area of the test stimulus other than the far periphery, then a defect is

assessed because a break (blue region) is seen . When, blue texture-free area/zone (non-tested

fellow eye image) is seen in the far periphery instead of the red texture pattern, then no defect is

assessed --- blue is seen on the left periphery when right eye is tested, or seen in the right

periphery7when left eye is tested. This is normal as the far temporal field of each eye is more

sensitivity in normal visual system.



[0107] The subject is then instructed (1908) to repeat the same testing procedure for the

fellow eye to be tested. In some embodiment, the dissimilar visual scenes are switched between

the output portion of the electronic display. In other embodiments, a different printed material

with a different dissimilar visual scenes is presented.

[0108] Preliminary' “Mock” Test for Visual-Field Assessment/Measurement

[0109] In another aspect, the system is configured to generate and present one or more

simulated visual-field loss stimulation within a set of dissimilar views as part of a preliminary

“mock” test prior to the actual visual-field assessment/measurement test.

[01 0] Fig 20 show's an example set of dissimilar visual scenes that includes simulated

visual-field loss 2002 (shown as 2002a, 2002b, 2002c, 2Q02d, and 20Q2e), in accordance with an

illustrative embodiment. The system is configured to present the same visual scenes 102a which

include the simulated visual-field loss to both eyes.

[01 11] The system, in some embodiments, is configured to present the simulated visual -field

loss as one or more colored patch, in some embodiments, or as a break in the textured pattern.

[0112] The mock test is configured to simulate the condition of the visual-field test by

presenting potential percepts to be experienced during the visual -field testing, including one or

more absolute visual-field defects (e.g., to evaluate stable and/or unstable perception of break in

texture pattern), one or more relative visual-field defect (e.g., less stable break with blue color

gradient over texture pattern), and no visual-field defect (i.e., no breaks, full-field texture

pattern).

[0 13] The mock test may be used to familiarize a subject to the test procedure as well as to

assess a subject’s cognitive ability to follow instructions (e.g., to fixate at the center and detect

breaks in pattern elsewhere on the screen) in addition to assessing the accuracy of subject’s

drawing (e.g., of the outlines of the breaks). In some embodiments, the mock test includes an

assessment of the subject’s ability to maintain accurate eye fixation (e.g., via use of an eye

tracking system). In some embodiments, the mock test includes generating, e.g., by the system,



an accuracy index or score by evaluating similarity and/or dissimilarities between the resulting

input and the simulated stimulation. The preliminary “mock” test is performed using the same

input as the visual-field assessment/measurement.

0114 Eye Tracking System for Visual-Field Assessment/Measurement

[0115] Figs. 2 1 and 22 show's the system for contemporaneously and concurrently presenting

dissimilar visual scenes to a person to stimulate both eyes for the assessment of visual field of

the person of Figs. 3 and 4, respectively, configured with one or more eye tracking sensors or

scanners 2102 (shown as 2102a and 2102b), in accordance with an illustrative embodiment.

[0116] In Fig 21, the system 300a includes a single visual source 302 (e.g., an electronic

display or a printed material), and the two eyes (108, 110) are allowed to view' different image

scenes (e.g., 102, 104) by use of optical filters 304, 306 that allows only respective images (e.g.,

102, 104) of the different image scenes to be observed by each of the eye (108, 110) (i.e., when

both eyes are open). In some embodiments, the optical filters 304, 306 include color filter glass

elements (e.g., to form an anaglyph or stereoscopic device). In other embodiments, the optical

filters 304, 306 include polarizing filter glass elements. Other types of optical filters can be used

so as to allow' separate visual scenes to be presented to the two eyes (108, 110) such as a phase-

haploseopic goggles (e.g., phase-haploscopic LC goggles). The visual source 302 is configured

to output each scenes of the dissimilar visual scenes according to the configuration of the optical

filters 304, 306. The visual source 302 may be a projector display, a desktop display, a laptop

display, a tablet display, and a display mobile device that can be adapted to span a substantial

portion of a person’s visual field with sufficient contrast or display resolution. In Fig. 22, the

system 400a includes two independent display outputs 402, 404 to provide the dissimilar visual

scenes to each of the two eyes (108, 110). The two independent display outputs 402, 404 may be

part of a haploseopic device, a stereoscopic device, a 3D virtual-reality head gear, or an

augmented reality glass wear.



[0117] The eye tracking sensor or scanner 2102 is configured to record one or more eye

positions of a subject while a subject is performing a visual -field assessment/measurement test.

The recorded eye position can be correlated or compared to a set of pre-defmed positions during

the portion of the test when the eye is expected to fixate on a given presented target.

[0118] In some embodiments, the eye tracking sensor or scanner 2102 includes two or more

sensor in which at least one sensor is used to monitor each eye. In other embodiments, the eye

tracking sensor or scanner 2102 includes a single sensor (e.g., CCD camera) to capture a video

feed of eyes fr o which individual eye positions can be assessed. I yet other embodiments,

the eye tracking sensor or scanner 2 02 includes a single set of sensors to capture the position of

an eye of interest, e.g., the eye that is fixating on a target.

[0119] In some embodiments, the system is configured to terminate the assessment/

measurement test whenever fixation inaccuracy is detected to ensure accuracy of eye fixation

during the visual-field assessment/measurement test. That is, the stimulus display remains on

the screen if fixation is accurate until the subject finishes providing inputs for the visual-field

assessment/measurement.

[0120] In other embodiments, the system is configured to generate an audible output, a

visual output or a vibration, to indicate the fixation inaccuracy

[0121] Fig. 23 show's an experimental setup of the system of Fig. 2 1 configured with the one

or more eye tracking sensors or scanners 2102, in accordance with an illustrative embodiment.

As shown i Fig. 23, the eye tracking sensors or scanners 2102 comprises a dual camera system

that is configured to individually monitor the location of the pupil or cornea of the left eye and

the location of the pupil or cornea of the right eye as the eye positions. The system is configured

to provide an output when at least one of the eye positions is not located at an expected pre-

defmed location for a pre-defmed duration (e.g., greater than -2 degrees or more) during the

visual-field assessment / measurement test.



[ 1 Right-right left-left (RRLL) phenomenon

[0123] In another aspect, the system is configured to contemporaneously capture inputs,

from the subject, associated with the subject’s observation of a break in a presented pattern at an

edge region of the presented display when observed through a blue filter (or other stereoscopic

devices). This input is used, in some embodiments, to supplement the visual field

assessment/measurement of a subj ect

[0124] The inventors have observed, in normal subjects and those with less severe visual-

field losses, that there is a tendency for a subject to observe a limited region of break in a

presented pattern at a farthest edge of the stimulus adjacent to the edge of a presented display. It

is also observed that the width of the break may vary as it waxes and wanes like the waves of the

ocean A study ¾s conducted to study this effect. Without wishing to be bound to a particular

theory, the observation may be based on a phenomenon associated with the brain processing of

visual information (referred to herein as the “Right-eye-right-side left-eye-left-side (RRLL)

phenomenon”) caused by binocular inhibitory interaction during binocular rivalry (BR)

stimulation that is directed by anatomy and neurophysiology of the brain.

[0125] More specifically, the inventors have observed that the location of the break at a side

of the edge of the display is only observed by the subject’s non-tested eye that is viewing the

impoverished image through a blue filter (or other stereoscopic devices). Specifically, the

subject will observe the effect on the right edge of a presented display when the right eye (RE) is

viewing the impoverished image through the blue filter and is observed on the left edge when

the left eye (LE) is viewing the impoverished image through the blue filter. Indeed, the system

can be configured to capture inputs from the subject in which the capture is associated with an

observed break at a eft edge of the presented display as observed by a left eye (e.g., when

viewing through a blue filter) or an observed break at a right edge of the presented display as

observed by a right eye (e.g., when viewing through a blue filter).



[0126] By contemporaneously capturing inputs, from the subject, associated with the

subject’s observation of a break in a presented pattern at an edge region of the presented display

when observed through a blue filter, the system can exploit the RRLL phenomenon to augment

the interpretation of the visual-field measurement and/or assessment. Specifically, when a

RRLL phenomenon is observed, a given assessment can conclude that the visual field is not

severely defective. The RRLL phenomenon is distinct from a visual-field loss in that the break

in the test pattern in the former waxes and wanes whereas the break in the test pattern in the

latter is stable

[0127] Fig. 24 shows the system of Fig. 3 configured to assess the auxiliary' observations to

assess for RRLL phenomenon associated with the brain processing of visual information in

accordance with an illustrative embodiment. As shown in Fig. 24, the system 100 is configured

to present, to a subject, dissimilar visual scenes in which a first scene 2402 includes a first image

having a first pattern and the second scene 2404 includes a second image having a second

pattern (e.g., that is orthogonal to the first image). In addition to, or as a substitute for, the

system receiving inputs from the subject associated with an observed break in the dissimilar

visual scene 102, the system is configured to receive inputs relating to the presence of blue lines

being observed at edges (shown as 2406 or 2408) of the presented display. In some

embodiments, the system is configured to receive a first input (e.g., a left arrow keyboard

button) to connote the presence of a blue line being observed at the edge by the left eye and a

second input (e.g., a right arrow keyboard button) to connote the presence of a blue line being

observed at the edge by the right eye. In some embodiments, the system is further configured to

receive a third input (e.g., a down-arrow keyboard button) to connote if the subject is uncertain

whether a blue line is observed at either the left or right edge of the display. In other

embodiments, the system is configured to receive a first input (e.g., a first button) to indicate that

the subject has observed a blue line either at the left or right edge of the display and a second



input (e.g., a second button) to indicate that the subject has not observed, or is unsure of, a blue

line either at the left or right edge of the display.

[0128] To avoid, or minimize, binocular rivalry alternation, the system, in some

embodiments, is configured to present the stimulation for at least about 400 milliseconds or for

other duration sufficient to induce binocular suppression while discouraging binocular rivalry

alternation.

[0129] Alternative Set of Dissimilar Visual Scenes

[0130] Fig. 24 further shows the system of Fig. 3 (as well as Figs. 4, 2 and 22) being

configured to present alternative set of dissimilar visual scenes in which each of first image 102

(shown as 2402) and the second image 106 (shown as 2404) has contour patterns but the contour

pattern of the first image 2402 is orthogonal to the contour pattern of the second image 2404.

[0131] Fig. 25 shows the system of Fig. 3 (as well as Figs. 4, 21, and 22) being configured to

present dissimilar visual scenes in which first image and the second image are varied by

orientation of contours and luminance/contrast levels, in accordance with an illustrative

embodiment.

[0132] As shown in Fig. 25, 12 combinations of dissimilar visual scenes can be generated,

e.g., by having the first image 102 (shown as “LE” 2504) having a constant luminance/contrast

and a first contour pattern in a first orientation and the second image 106 (shown as “RE” 2506)

having one of three potential luminance/contrast levels and a second contour pattern in a second

orientation that is different (e.g., orthogonal) to the first contour pattern. The first image 2504

can be presented to the left eye and the second image 2506 presented to the right eye in a first

instance (2502a) and then switched in which the first image 2504 can be presented to the right

eye and the second image 2506 presented to the left eye in a second instance (2502b). n some

embodiments, the system generates the first image 102 and second image 106 with a vertical and

horizontal sinusoidal gratings, e.g., with cycle per deg (cpd). In other embodiments, the



system generates the first image 102 and second image 106 with a first direction sinusoidal

grating (e.g., 45 degrees) and a second direction sinusoidal gratings (e.g., -45 degrees).

0133 In some embodiments, the system generates the first image 102 and second image

106 with two colors (e.g., red and blue) in which each image has sufficient luminance for

viewing (e.g., between about 2.14 and 10.5 cd/m2) .

[0134] Having thus described several embodiments of the claimed invention, it will he rather

apparent to those skilled in the art that the foregoing detailed disclosure is intended to be

presented by way of example only, and is not limiting. Many advantages for non-invasive

method and system for locating an abnormality in the visual field have been discussed herein.

Various alterations, improvements, and modifications will occur and are intended to those

skilled in the art, though not expressly stated herein. Any alterations, improvements, and

modifi cations are intended to be suggested hereby, and are within the spirit and the scope of the

claimed invention. Additionally, the recited order of the processing elements or sequences, or

the use of numbers, letters, or other designations therefore, is not intended to limit the claimed

processes to any order except as may be specified in the claims. Accordingly, the claimed

invention is limited only by the following claims and equivalents thereto.



What is claimed is:

1. A method for measuring or assessing human visual field comprising:

stimulating both eyes of a person with dissimilar visual scenes, wherein a first set of

images is presented to a first eye of the person, wherein the first set of images comprises a

pattern having one or more contour elements that span a substantial portion of the first image,

and wherein a second set of images is contemporaneously presented to a second eye of the

person, wherein the second set of images comprises a second pattern having either a different

distinguishing contour elements to the first image or no contour elements that spans a substantial

portion of the second image, and

contemporaneous with the person fixating on a target on the first set of images, directly

or indirectly capturing one or more inputs from the person associated with the presented pattern

of the first set of images as observed by the person,

wherein presence and/or location and/or size of a gap or break in the observation of the

presented pattern as ascertained from the captured input is used to assess the person’s visual

field.

2 The method of c aim 1, wherein the first set of images are presented with temporal

modulation or with contrast modulation.

3 The method of claim 1, wherein the first se of images are presented as a single static

image.

4 The method of any one of claims 1-3, wherein the target is placed in a location selected

from the group consisting of a center field of the first set of images, a first corner field

associated with a first quadrant of the first set of images, a second corner field associated with a

second quadrant of the first set of images, a third comer field associated with a third quadrant of



the first set of images, and a fourth corner field associated with a fourth quadrant of the first se

of images.

5 . The method of any one of claims 1-4, wherein stimulation of the dissimilar visual scenes

is with a controlled vision device that provides separate visualization of the first set of images by

the first eye and the second set of images by the second eye.

6 . The method of claim 5, wherein the controlled vision device is selected from the group

consisting of:

a haploscopic device;

a stereoscopic device;

eyeglasses configured with one or more anaglyphie colored filters for use with a

electronic display or a printed material that are configured to appropriately display the first set of

images and the second set of images as anaglyphie colored images;

eyeglasses configured with one or more polarized filters for use with the electronic

display or the printed material that are configured to appropriately display the first set of images

and the second set of images as polarized images,

a phase-haploscopic goggles;

a 3D virtual-reality head gear; and

an augmented reality glass wear.

7 . The method of any one of claims 1-6, wherein the input comprises a graphical input

received on an electronic human-machine-interface or on paper, wherein the graphical input is

associated with edges of the gap or break in the observation of the presented pattern by the

person.



8 The method of any one of claims 1-6, wherein the input comprises a graphical or keyed

input received on an electronic human-machine-interface or on paper, wherein the graphical or

keyed input is associated with landmarks presented with or on the first set of images, where

identified landmarks are used to identify presence and/or location and/or size of a gap or break

in the observation of the presented pattern.

9 . The method of claims 7 or 8, wherein the captured input is directly received from the

person

0 . The method of claims 7 or 8, wherein the captured input is indirectly received from the

person through a technician.

1 . The method of any one of the preceding claims, wherein the pattern having the one or

more contour elements is continuously presented over an entirety of the first set of images.

2 . The method of any one of the preceding claims, wherein the assessment of the person’s

visual field is selected from the group consisting of:

a sensitivity assessment of each of the first eye and the second eye;

a pattern deviation index assessment;

an assessment of difference in sensitivity between the first eye and the second eye, and

a ratio assessment of the sensitivity between first eye and the summation of both eyes’

sensitivity.

13. The method of any one of the preceding claims, wherein the assessment of the person’s

visual field includes i) an assessment of visual field loss in one or both eyes of the person or ii)

an assessment of visual defects in one or both eyes of the person.



14. The method of any one of the preceding claims, wherein at least one of the first set of

images is configured to span at least 56 degrees of a horizontal field of view of a normal person

and to span at least a 33 degrees of vertical field of view of a normal person.

15. The method of any one of the preceding claims, wherein the pattern having one or more

contour elements comprises a plurality of concentric circles.

16. The method of any one of the preceding claims, wherein the pattern having one or more

contour elements comprises a plurality of concentric circles including a circle selected from the

group consisting of:

a first concentric circle having a first radii corresponding to 1.5 degrees of a horizontal

field of view of a normal person;

a second concentric circle having a second radius corresponding to 0 degrees of a

horizontal field of view of a normal person;

a third concentric circle having a third radius corresponding to 7 degrees of a horizontal

field of view of a normal person,

a fourth concentric circle having a fourth radius corresponding to 25 degrees of a

horizontal field of view of a normal person;

a fifth concentric circle having a fifth radius corresponding to 40 degrees of a horizontal

field of view of a normal person;

a sixth concentric circle having a sixth radius corresponding to 60 degrees of a horizontal

field of view of a normal person; and

a seventh concentric circle having a seventh radius corresponding to 80 degrees of a

horizontal field of view of a normal person.



17. The method of any one of the preceding claims, wherein the pattern having one or more

contour elements comprises a plurality of radial lines and one or more circles, wherein the

plurality of radial lines and the one or more circles define identifiable landmarks to identify

presence and/or location and/or size of a gap or break in the observation of the presented patern.

18. The method of any one of the preceding claims, further comprising:

determining one or more assessment of the person’s visual field based on presence and/or

location and/or size of a gap or break in the observation of the presented pattern as ascertained

from the captured input.

19. The method of any one of the preceding claims, further comprising:

generating, by the processor, a simulated visual-field loss stimulation within a pattern

having the one or more contour elements of the first set of images, wherein the simulated visual-

field loss stimulation are presented to at least one eye of the person;

capturing one or more second inputs from the person associated with the presented

visual-field loss stimulation as observed by the person; and

determining, by the processor, one or more correlation values between the one or more

second inputs and the presented visual-field loss stimulation, wherein the one or more

correlation values are indicators of accuracy for the one or more second inputs, and wherein at

least one of the one or more correlation values are used to stop or reject the measurement or

assessment.



20 The method of any one of the preceding claims, further comprising:

determining, by the processors, one or more eye positions of at least one eye of the

person when the person is fixating on the target on the first set of images, wherein deviation of

the determined eye position from an expected position of the eye is used to assess eye fixation

accuracy or to terminate presentation of a portion of the dissimilar visual scenes

2 1 The method of any one of the preceding claims, further comprising:

contemporaneous with the person fixating on a target on the first set of images, directly

or indirectly capturing one or more third inputs from the person, wherein the capture is

associated with an observed break at a left edge by a left eye or an observed break at a right edge

by a right eye.

22, A non-transitory computer readable medium having instructions stored thereon, wherein

execution of the instructions by a processor, cause the processor to perform any of the processes

recited in claims 1-21.

23 A system comprising:

a processor; and

a memory having instructions stored thereon, wherein execution of the instructions by

the processor causes the processor to perform any of the processes recited in clai ms 1-21.

24. The system of claim 23, further comprising:

an eye tracking module configured to measure the one or more eye positions of the

person.
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